In this paper, we investigate the integration of sentence position and semantic role of words in a PageRank system to build a key phrase ranking method. We present the evaluation results of our approach on three scientific articles. We show that semantic role information, when integrated with a PageRank system, can become a new lexical feature. Our approach had an overall improvement on all the data sets over the state-of-art baseline approaches.
Introduction
Graph based approaches are currently the stateof-the-art for unsupervised key phrase ranking (Hasan and Ng, 2014) . TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and SingleRank (Wan and Xiao, 2008) build a graph from the document and rank its nodes according to their importance. PositionRank uses a word position information approach to rank key phrases (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) . More recently, (Boudin, 2018 ) used a multipartite graph structure to represent documents as tightly connected sets of topic related candidates. For intra-topic key phrase ranking, they used features like position information of phrases, where, key phrases are promoted if they occur at the beginning of the document.
The above-cited papers make the assumption that words found early in a document are more important than words occurring later. However, this assumption is not always true. Consider the following example from a document: Qualified planning of a power supply concept is the key to the efficiency of electric power supply. Here, word position would give higher relevance to qualified planning; however, intuitively electric power supply should have got the higher relevance score for this sentence.
There can be other scenarios where sentences can be written or expressed in different ways for the same intention or meaning. Take, for example, the following two sentences: Sent1: Folic Acid can improve anxiety. Sent2: Anxiety can be controlled by Folic Acid.
For Sent2, using word position, Anxiety gets a higher relevance than Folic Acid, since it appears earlier. However, in the first sentence Folic Acid gets a higher relevance than Anxiety, even though both sentences convey the same meaning.
Hence, lack of semantic information in the current system may yield incorrect results. In order to identify the relevance of a key phrase in a sentence, one needs to understand the event representations embedded in the text, and its lexical semantic relations within the sentence. Motivated by this, we investigate here the effect of integrating sentence position of words and semantic role information for key phrase(s) relevance ranking.
Related Work
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) , SingleRank (Wan and Xiao, 2008) and TopicRank (Liu et al., 2010) algorithms, to name a few, are the state-of-the-art techniques being used for graphbased key phrase extraction. Others have incorporated word position information as node weights to score key phrases (Florescu and Caragea, 2017; Danesh et al., 2015) . Other approaches have also used word clustering and topic modeling techniques and then extracted key phrases from each topic (Bougouin et al., 2013; Boudin, 2018) .
None of the above approaches consider the semantic role of a word in a sentence, the heuristics being that the relevance of key phrases should be based on their corresponding roles in the sentence.
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)
Semantic role labeling (Pradhan et al., 2004; Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002 ) is a shallow seman-tic parsing task describing who did what to whom, where, when, etc. For each predicate in a sentence, SRL identifies constituents which either play a semantic role (agent, patient, instrument, etc.) or act as an adjunct (location, manner, temporal etc.). Our SRL realization is based on the implementation by Roth (Roth and Woodsend, 2014) .
There are five semantic roles numbered from Arg0 to Arg5, and a secondary agent tag (ArgA) for proto-agents. ArgA is used with respect to a predicate where the verb indicates a secondary agent (proto-agent). For example, in the sentence [ArgA John] walked [Arg0 his dog], the predicate walk is referring to the agent dog, but not the primary agent John. This scenario of proto-agent role is very rarely seen with other verbs, hence, we give lower priority to ArgA. As per PropBank guidelines, the numbered arguments are ranked inverse to their suffix numbers.
There are eighteen adjunct labels, ranging from Cause and Purpose to Manner and Locative. It is a rare phenomenon to have an adjunct as a key phrase. So a rank for adjunct is given a value lower than that for the numbered arguments. We show in Figure 1 the semantic roles with numbered arguments and adjuncts (e.g. A0, A1, A2) for the example mentioned in Section 1. As shown, the semantic roles of Folic Acid and anxiety are same irrespective of how the sentence is expressed. 
SemanticRank
This section describes our method for key phrase extraction and ranking by using position information of key phrases in a sentence, their frequency in the document, and their semantic roles.
Graph Generation
Given a document, we first do sentence tokenization and use the Stanford parser to apply part-ofspeech filter, and then select, as candidate words, only the nouns and adjectives. We then use the Porter stemmer to stem all the words by removing the words' suffixes.
Similar to previous works, a graph G = (V, E) is generated for the document using the filtered words as nodes. An edge between two nodes (v i , v j ) is formed if they co-occur within a window of k contiguous words in the document. Edge weight between the nodes is assigned based on the number of co-occurrences of the nodes. As the previous works have established that the direction of the edges do not impact the performance (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) , we construct an undirected graph for simplicity.
PageRank
PageRank is used in order to identify the importance of a node, based on the vertex degree (Page et al., 1999) . PageRank (PR) of a given node (v i ) is calculated recursively using:
where, λ is the damping factor to make sure that the process does not go into infinity loop, |V | is the number of nodes in the graph, v j → v i represents an edge from node |v j | to node |v i | and out(v j ) represents the number of (outgoing) edges from the node v j . The P R of each vertex is initialized with the node weights calculated using the S(.) formulae (defined in the below section). PageRank algorithm is iterated until there is no or negligible (δ) change of P R scores between two successive iterations. In our case, we fixed λ to 0.85, δ to 0.001 and number of iterations to 100 in the interest of time.
Node Weight Assignment
We first weigh each candidate word with its inverse sentence position in the document. The position scores are then multiplied with the frequency score to get the sentence score of a word. Mathematically, for a document, let φ(w) denote the set of candidate words, and f req(w i , j) be the frequency of w i ∈ φ(w) in the j th sentence position. The sentence position based score SP (.) of the candidate word w i is
where, pos j is the jth sentence where w i appears.
We incorporate the semantic roles of the candidate words by parsing the candidate set of sentences using SRL to get the constituents. The SRL-based score of a word w i in a sentence s j is
where, r k is the rank of Arg k, K is the total number of predicates for the word w i with respect to the sentence s j and |A| is the highest predicate rank that is assigned. The SRL scores of a word in each sentence is then combined to get the final SRL score of the candidate word. The SRL-based score SRL(.) of a word w i is
where, n is the number of sentences in the document where the word w i appeared.
The sentence position scores and the SRL-based scores of a word are divided by the number of sentences to get normalized scores. Both the scores are then multiplied to get the final relevance score of the word. The final score S(.) of a node v i (candidate word) in the graph G = (V, E) is
n where, n is the number of sentences in the document where the word w i appeared.
Candidate Phrase Generation
As in (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) , phrases in the form of regular expressions (adjective) * (noun)+ are considered as potential key phrases. The length of the phrases are restricted to three by allowing only unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams to increase the precision by keeping the recall constant. The overall score of a key phrase p is considered as the sum of the PageRank scores of individual words P R(w i ) in the phrase. The overall score of a given phrase is
where, m is the total number of words in a phrase, and P R(w i ) is the PageRank score of the node.
Evaluation
Here, we evaluate our relevance ranking method based on its key phrase ranking efficacy on various datasets and baselines. 
Data
The experimental datasets for key phrase ranking consisted of titles and abstracts from three datasets of scientific articles: KDD (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) , WWW (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) , and Inspec (Hulth, 2003) . Inspec had controlled and uncontrolled set of annotated key phrases. We used both for our analysis. 
Experimental Setups
For each experiment setup, we find precision (P), recall (R), and F1 measure (F1). Precision is the percentage of correctly extracted key phrases by the total extracted key phrases, Recall is the percentage of correctly extracted key phrases by the total author-labeled key phrases, and F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. We also get the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) scores between the ground truth key phrases and the key phrases relevance ranking (Boudin, 2018; Liu et al., 2010) .
Results
We compare the performance of our model against five baselines: TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau , 2004) , SingleRank (Wan and Xiao, 2008) , TopicRank (Liu et al., 2010) , PositionRank (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) and MultipartiteRank (Boudin, 2018) . Table 2 gives the performance of the different methods in terms of P , R and F 1 for top N = 2, 4, 6, 8 predicted key phrases. The best scores are highlighted in bold.
On both KDD and WWW data sets, for N = 6 and N = 8, our method has an improvement in F1 score over all baseline methods. For the WWW dataset, there is a statistically significant improvement in F1 score over all the baseline methods (p ≤ 0.01). For the KDD dataset, a p-value of 0.09 and 0.07 was obtained for N = 6 and N = 8 respectively, indicating that semantic roles influence the ranking of key phrases but significantly only at 10% level of significance. For N = 4, our method performs on-par with MultipartiteRank on both KDD and WWW. Finally, on the Inspec dataset, our method achieves competitive and comparable results with PositionRank. Figure 2 shows, in a bar chart form, the MRR and MAP values of all the methods on the three datasets. As shown in the figure, for both KDD and WWW datasets, SemanticRank acheived better MRR score than the other baseline methods. For Inspec, SemanticRank's performance is comparable to PositionRank. The MAP scores for TopicRank and Multipartite Rank (MPR) are high, as they filter out and present only representative key phrases for each topic of candidate phrases, where as other techniques try to assign scores for each candidate key phrase.
We assigned different ranks to different roles in order of their importance, with 'Arg0' having the maximum rank, 'Arg1' having the next maximum rank, and had assigned ranks to all other roles in decreasing order of ranks. We changed the ranks of these roles to test the sensitivity of the method. We assigned same ranks to roles 'Arg0' and 'Arg1'; for the other roles we kept the ranks as same as before (SentSRL1). We also experimented with a setting where 'Arg0' and 'Arg1' roles had the same high rank, 'Arg2', 'Arg3' and 'Arg4' have the same low rank and rest of the roles are assigned a very small rank (SentSRL2). Table ?? shows the precision, recall and F1 measure performance comparison of the different combinations of semantic roles on the KDD, WWW and Storwize datasets. For the different combinations of rank assignment to the semantic roles, the precision, recall, and F1 measures are practically the same for KDD and WWW. This indicates that the key phrase ranking method is rather insensitive to variation in the semantic roles' rank values. This paper introduced a linguistically motivated approach to key phrase relevance ranking based on semantic roles of words. The method considered the candidate phrase sentence position and its semantic roles for relevance ranking of phrases. Experimental results show that using semantic role knowledge can effectively improve the quality of key phrases extracted from documents.
Limitations of our approach include: (1) The SRL implementation that we used for our experiments has a precision of 87% for in-domain documents and 77% for out-of-domain documents. (2) SRL works well for well-formed and grammatically correct sentences, and gives inferior results for texts that are not grammatically correct. In scientific articles title holds key information, but are not grammatically complete/correct most of the time. In spite of the limitations in the realization of SRL, sentence-based position information along with SRL gave improved results for well structured datasets. In future work we plan to investigate approaches to integrate semantic roles with the other features, possibly using neural networks to combine them.
